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SAROJ KHAPARDE): Mr. Minister, would 
you like to say something? 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: I will get 
back to the Secretary-General after half-an-
hour, Madam. 

"HE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 
KHAPARDE): Thank you very much. 

SHRI SURINDER KUMAR SINGLA 
(Punjab): Madam, Vice-Chairperson,... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 

KHAPARDE): Would you also like to say 

something on this issue? 

SHRI SURINDER KUMAR 
SINGLA: It is not on that. Actually the Prime 
Minister expressed his desire that he would 
like to be present in the House when the 
discussion on UP starts. I would like to 
request Shri I.K. Gujral.... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 
KHAPARDE): Mr. Singla, please don't waste 
the time of the House. 

SHRI SURINDER KUMAR 

SINGLA: The Prime Minister desired that... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 
KHAPARDE): Please don't waste the time of 
the House. 

SHORT DURATION DUSCUSSION 

On     deteriorating     law     and     order 
situation in Uttar Pradesh—(contd.) 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA (West 
Bengal): Madam, it is really unfortunate.... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 

KHAPARDE): What? Because I have given 

you time. 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: Madam, 

I am very fortunate because you have called 

me so early. But I must say that the situation 

is really unfortunate because the topic of 

Uttar Pradesh has been allowed to become so 

overpowering today that it overshadows the 

important, leading economic and political 

problems of the country. There is a problem 

of inflation. There is a problem of go-slow 

in investigations in a number of criminal 
cases. There is a problem of enactment of 
legislation for rural workers. All this has been 
pushed to the background because the 
question of Uttar Pradesh has been allowed to 
become so overpowering. If somebody is 
utilising this opportunity to take advantage of 
his own politics, then the Government has to 
be blamed for the situation that has been 
created. (interruptions). 

SHRI SURINDER KUMAR SINGLA 

(Punjab): Madam, if the Home Minister.... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 
KHAPARDE): Mr. Singla, don't interrupt. 
(interruptions). Please sit down. Kindly don't 
waste the time of the House. Don't waste his 
time. I have given him a very little time. 
Please sit down. 

SHRI SURINDER KUMAR 
SINGLA: Madam, does he want what the 
Home Minister has said to be ignored? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 
KHAPARDE): Mr. Singla, this is not the 
way. 

SHRI GURUDAS DAS GUPTA: Madam, 
my point is this. If the opportunity is being 
utilised by those who have an axe to grind, it 
is the Government which has to be blamed 
collectively and squarely. Things should not 
have been brought to such a level. The issue 
has been dragged on too far. A solution to this 
problem should have been found out much 
earlier. It would be an act of utter stupidity if 
anybody claims that the situation is far better 
during the Governor's rule in Uttar Pradesh. 
Statistics are sometimes illuminating. 
Statistics are sometimes deceptive. I don't 
want to go into the statistical jugglery. The 
point is, if there was a responsible 
Government in Uttar Pradesh, it should have 
been easier for them to hold in check the 
forces of anarchy and chaos. But this has not 
happened. Uttar Pradesh has   been   pushed   
into   a   situation   of 
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agonising ordeal because the secular forces 
did not agree to combine before the elections 
or after the elections. The Governor's 
administration does not have any commitment 
to the people. It has a little accountability 
because there is no legislature. The absence of 
accountability and commitment to the people 
is the crux of the problem which is responsible 
for the deterioration. Things have turned 
worse. There have been cases of grave 
constitutional impropriety committed by a 
person occupying the highest position of 
administration under the President's rule. 
There are cases of irregularities. There are 
complaints of unapproachability by the 
people. There have been complaints ihat 
people cannot approach the administration. If 
a 14-party Government can take over the 
responsibility at the Centre, why can't the 
same experiment be repeated in Uttar Pradesh 
with a larger support and with the 
involvement of new political forces? 

Why is that not possible? The destruction of 
Ba'bri Masjid, the continuous caste conflict, 
the lingering poverty, the lopsided economic 
growth have all contributed to the chaotic 
situation that is existing in UP today. The 
situation in UP is largely inherited and the 
people who are beating the drum of absence 
of law and lawlessness have also to share the 
responsibility for the situation that is existing 
in UP today. It is really a tragedy. It is really a 
tragedy that the largest State of the country 
which has given birth to the tallest political 
leaders who shaped and reshaped the modern 
history of the naton, today does not have even 
mediocre politicians who are capable of 
raising above personal ego and offering a 
stable secular Government so as to bring 
about a change in the political situation of 
Uttar Pradesh. This is where the crux of the 
crisis of UP exists. 

There is another important aspect. That is, 

the Office of the Chief Minister under the 

Presidential rule does not automatically get 

transformed into an Office of the Governor 

appointed by the 

Rashtrapathiji. This is the Constitutional 
position and people must understand it. A 
Governor does not automatically become 
Chief Minister of a State even if he is a 
political Governor heading the administration 
under the Presidential rule. If a person believes 
like that, it will be Constitutional impropriety. 
Then, there is a question of political 
significance, particularly when the country is 
going through a period of multiple party rule. 
A Governor appointed by the President cannot, 
therefore, usurp the functions of an elected 
Chief Minister. Reflecting the wishes of the 
makers of the Constitution, the normal 
conclusion, the only conclusion is that a 
Governor cannot behave like a political leader; 
a Governor cannot provoke political 
controversies; a Governor cannot indulge in 
political dialogue and a Governor cannot 
indulge in party politics. But the situation in 
UP is just opposite to this. A Governor 
believes that he is a political leader. A 
Governor believes that he is a Chief Minister 
nominated by the Rashtrapathiji. Therefore, he 
can afford to hold a Press conference virtually 
denouncing the pronouncements of a person 
occupying the exalted office of the Home 
Minister. We take serious objection to that. If 
this is condoned, it will send a wrong signal to 
the entire nation. Therefore, I submit that the 
Office of the Governor cannot be allowed to 
be abused by a person enjoying political 
patronage, of course, to denigrate the exalted 
office of the Prime Minister or the Home 
Minister. If a grave impropriety is sought to be 
condoned, a grave impropriety of this nature is 
sought to be condoned, it will send a 
dangerous signal to the nation at a time when 
the country is discussing secession, when the 
country is confronted with the problem of 
communalism and fundamentalism, when the 
country is facing the problem of national unity. 
At a time when the question of strengthening 
the Central Government is important, the 
offices of the Prime Minister and the Home 
Minister    cannot    be    allowed    to    be 
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denigrated. If it is done, it is done at the 
national peril. My point is, while leading a 
multi-party Government and carrying forward 
the CMP, combating the forces of 
communalism and fundamentalism and 
working for the success of the programme for 
the economic uplift of the masses, the United 
Front Government cannot put up a divided 
show on a crucial issue like this. 

This is a question of national interest. In a 
situation like this, a multi-party Government 
cannot be allowed to put up the show of a 
divided house. A multi-party Government, as 
is in office today, should not appear to be 
compromising with impropriety and 
wrongdoing. There are important elements 
running the Government, there are important 
national conventions, there are important 
postulates of national Constitution. While 
considering political interest or interest of any 
type, the fundamental issue should not be 
compromised with. A person around whom 
there is a dispute cannot rise above disputes. 
Therefore, if a person who has been found to 
be delinquent on a number of occasions in a 
number of States refuses to become 
disciplined, then the better course will be to 
dispense with that person. 

Madam, I only wish that the present crisis 
or the present controversy should be brought 
to an end. We want success of the experiment 
of the present Government. We want the 
Government to be stable. We want the 
Government to carry out its Common 
Minimum Programme. We want the 
Government to sh"ow an alternative structure 
of power against communalism. In order to do 
that, it is essential that the Government is able 
to bring* about a solution, the Government is 
able to bring about a diffusion of the present 
crisis, which might have taken place to the 
advantage of the people who have an axe to 
grind. 

I call upon the hon. Prime Minister to rise 

to the occasion and show to this nation how 

this baffling problem can be 

tackled in consonance with high standards of 
constitutional propriety. 

E�. ��n  �}�
 =��$ (R8� :��.) : "8���� 
4����i�< �ह-��� � �3 !��� �
�=W  
�� �)Q��� 
��� �);�� �( ��  ह� 	� !<� �� �ह�� ह-�� ह)	 F� 
�� 5���� 1ह� �ह\  ���� 0�ह�� � �ह �-Z  
:�8��� �� � �-b �� 
�b� �ह\ ह� � �� �� 4a� 
:��. �, ह( �ह\, �/�� ���� �, 	� ���/� � ह-�� @� 
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ह�,  ���/� ह- ��	�� � �3 4a� :��. �- 1ह)� R��, 
�T��� @� �z��� �( MN=�  �� ����� ह/ , d�+
�  
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��5���� ���� ���� �- ��5� ह� �ह ह� R � :��. � �3 
F�( ��5� �� R�� ह/  � �ह��
ह� �-��� ���( �(..... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 
KHAPARDE): Mr. Minister, we are 
discussing a very sensitive issue. I can hear 
from here what you and Mr. Bhandari are 
talking. Will you please stop your discussion? 
If you want to discuss, please go into the 
Lobby and discuss there. 

E�. ��n. �}�
 =��$ : R� �)1ह  F�( ��� 
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�� �ह( ह� � F��� ��� �ह ह� 
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�ह\ ���� �,��, 4��� �- ���(  �( ह� ह� 4� �� 
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�1 "d�� ��� ��( �/.�(. �, �f 	 D RD*� �� "d�� 
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�	 
�3 F� ��� ��  ��i�� �� R� �1 �� :��*��  ���� ह/   
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 ���# '�7EP) : R���  
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R���  �� 0 
���  �( �/�� �ह\ 
�	 D�. ��ह1, d�� 
1�� ह3 ? ...(y��"��)... 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE (West 

Bengal): He is co-operating with you. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 
KHAPARDE): He is cooperating with me. 
Thank you very much. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: Madam 
Vice-Chairperson, I am fully aware of the 
constraint of time. Therefore, I would also 
like to cooperate with you, as my distinguished 
predecessor did, by making his observations 
brief. I know we have taken a lot of time on 
this. In fact, we have exceeded the time allotted 
for this discussion. 

A large number of issues and facts have 
been brought up, have been marshalled, by 
the various speakers who have participated in 
this short-duration discussion. In this 
discussion, we are not going to take any 
decision. The House is not going to express 
its views in any confirmed way. We will 
listen to the observations of the Home 
Minister and, thereafter, the matter would end 
there, unlike in the other House where they 
are going to take a decision; the House is 
going to express its views through a 
substantive motion. 

Madam, 1 am only going to raise a few 

issues for clarification by the, Hpme Minister. 

Normally., the law and order situation of a State is 

exclusively the jurisdiction of the State 

Government. Normally, Parliament does not 

discuss it, But in this discussion, we had to bring it 

up because the State Is under President's rule. 

If my knowledge of the Constitution is 
correct, as per sub-clause (a) of clause (1) of 
article 356, all or any of the executive functions 
of the Governor are taken over by the President. 
Since these functions are taken over by the 
President, naturally, it is incumbent on 
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the Union Home Minister, who is concerned 
with law and order and other administrative 
matters, to advise the President, or, to act in 
the. name of the President, as per article 74 of 
the Constitution. 

What is happening, Madam, is not not 
merely a question of law and order, or, the 
question whether some individual functionary 
is behaving in a proper manner or not. The 
issue, to my mind, is a little deeper. If we 
look at what has happened, in UP, if we look 
at the developments, chronologically, first the 
Home Minister makes a statement on the 
floor of Parliament in regard to the law and 
order situation in the State. 

The Governor of the State, as per 
newspaper reports, says something which 
is contrary tQ the observations of the 
Home Minister made on the floor of the 
House, and the Governor goes to the 
extent of indicating that the Prime 
Minister is fully satisfied with the 
observations made by the Governor in 
regard to the law and order situation of 
-U.P. In other words, the implication is 
very clear. The Governor wants to 
convey the message that the.. Prime 
Minister is in agreement with the 
assessment of the Governor and not with 
the assessment of the Home Minister. 
Had the matter ended there, we would 
have thought, anyway, some 
communciation gap or some 
misunderstanding was there. But again 
we find on the floor of the very House—I 
am not referring to the details but 
whatever appeared in the 

newspapers—one Union Cabinet Minister 
coming and stating something. Please don't 
look at the watch—I will finish in five 
minutes. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 

KHAPARDE): No, no. Please continue. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: Madam, 

perceptions differ. If a man sitting in Delhi 

has one perception, it may differ with the 

perception of another 

person sitting near the spot. I have no quarrel 
over the difference of perceptions. But my 
question to the Home Minister is, can two 
Ministers belonging to the same Government 
publicly share their differences of perception 
on the floor of the^ House? When we want to 
have some information from the Minister, it is 
not to enhance our general knowledge. It is just 
to have the authoritative interpretation of the 
fact . and the assessment of the Government or 
the response of the Government 
authoritatively. That is why the statement of 
the Minister has a relevance. 

And there comes the question of collective 
responsibility—a very serious question. I 
thought my good friend, Mr. Das Gupta, 
would elaborate on it but, perhaps, he didn't 
have the time. But the Home Minister should 
explain the position while replying to the 
discussion. Does the concept of collective 
responsibility differ because of the very 
simple fact that the Government is not a uni-
party Government but it consists of 13 or 14 
different parties? Does it imply that each and 
every constituent party can have a different 
perception of the fact, of the incident, of the 
matter, and publicly share their own 
perceptions? Then what would be the 
authoritative version, what would be the 
authoritative response of the Government? 
Here, about the law and order-situation, who 
is the competent authority to inform the 
House and, through the House, the people of 
this country? Surely it is the Home Minister, 
as per the allocation of business. Then how is 
it that another Cabinet colleague of his comes 
and says that he has a different perception and 
he is sharing that different perception? As 1 
mentioned to you, Madam, we are not 
interested m enriching our general knowledge 
from the valuable information given by the 
Minister, but we want to have the 
authoritative response of the Government in 
regard to this-. 

So far as collective responsibility is 
concerned, it is absolute, it is indivisible and    
it    is    collective.     Whether    the 

20—468 GIPMR/W 
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composition of the Government is uni-party or 
multi-party, it does not matter so far as the 
constitutional position is concerned. We are 
having this practice for the last 50 years. When 
our Constitution was operationalised from 26th 
January 1950, from day one we have accepted 
collective responsibility of the Government and, 
as a result of that, a number of- Ministers 
differed and a number of Ministers resigned. Mr. 
CD. Deshmukh resigned because he disagreed with 
the decision of the Cabinet over the formation of 
States on the basis of language. Mr. T.T. 
Krishnamachari resigned on one occasion 
about the role of the Planning Commission and 
the Finance Ministry. Therefore, you cannot simply 
throw collective responsibilitity to the winds on the 
plea that it is not a uni-party Government but a 
coalition. What happens to the collective 
responsiblity? Decisions are taken by the 
Cabinet Committee on Political Affairs. Many of 
the Members of the Cabinet, who do not belong 
to that particular Committee, have to accept its 
decision. Budget is presented to the Cabinet just 
one hour before its presentation to the House. 
Other Ministers are not consulted with the 
taxation proposals. But the tradition, convention, 
practice, spirit of the collective responsibility is 
that each and every Minister will have to agree 
with those proposals. Therefore, the basic 
issue which is emerging today is not whether 
two individuals are differing in regard to the 
assessment of the law and order situation. The 
Government it responsible to Parliament. They 
are responsible to Parliament collectively, and. 
they are responsible to Parliament severally. The 
Home Minister has his own responsibility to 
Parliament collectively as a Member of the 
Cabinet and also as an individual Minister holding 
the responsibility of the Home Ministry, We 
heard that he has said in some other fora that he 
would explain the position. This is an 
opportunity. Let him explain the position; let him 
clarify the situation. At I mentioned to you, it is 
just not a 

question of individual opinion, individual 

perception. The matter has to be decided 

authoritatively. 

Very serious issues are coming up. It is just not 
a small matter. It is with regard to the 
functioning of the Government of U.P. What is 
the implication of the President's Rule. It is 
not for the first time that we are having 
President's rule in a State. We are used to 
having good, bad or indifferent attitudes. Some of 
the constituent units of the United Front today 
are very vehemently opposed to the imposition 
of President's rule on this plea or on that pleas 
and, perhaps, rightly so. Therefore, we have 
enough experince of running States under 
President's rule. 

So far as Legislative Business . is concerned, 
it is administered by Parliament. There is a 
Consultative Committee to help the Ministry 
concerned to formulate legislations. Normally, 
the practice is that various legislations are first 
discussed in the Consultative Committee 
consisting of Members of Parliament. Thereafter it 
is placed by the Minister concerned on the floor of 
the House. The entire administrative action is 
taken by the President. He-assumes the 
responsibility. 

Here the Governor does not act in his 

individual capacity, but he acts at an agent of 

the Government of India. He has the 

responsibility to keep the Home Minister 

apprised of the situation, of what is happening 

everyday and of what he is expected to do. He 

has to go by instructions from the Home Minister. 

In that situation, it is really a serious matter. 

Individuals are not factors, but the offices are 
surely important factors. The office of the Home 
Minister of this country cannot be 
compromised. The office of the Prime 
Minister of the country cannot be compromised, 
whoever may be the incumbent. These are great 
democratic institutions. What did we hear? We 
heard the Chief Secretary of the State, through 
the Press, telling the 
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people of this country that they did not agree 
with the perception of Delhi. Who the hell is 
he? To whom is he accountable,? From where 
does he derive his authority to share these 
things publicly? And everything goes scot-free! 
You settle by all means in your own way the 
internal problems between some of your 
constituent units. We have nothing to do with 
them. We are primarily concerned with the 
constitutional propriety. We are primarily 
concerned with protection of the dignity of 
the offices and the institutions. 

Yes, it has happened once. Somebody may 
get up and say, "I remember that it has 
happened—ence in 1981." With this example, I 
will conclude my observations, Madam. We 
were in the midst of an election in West 
Bengal. Some figures were quoted by the then 
Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, which 
were contradicted by the Chief Secretary of the 
West Bengal Government. Immediately I drew 
the attention of the Chief Minister. The Chief 
Minister agreed with me and said, "The Chief 
Secretary should not have responded to it. It 
would have been better if I would have 
responded to it." That is the constitutional 
propriety. Hon. Members will agree with me 
that when I was very strongly defending the 
GATT, a large number of State Governments 
Publicity _ Departments brought out leaflets 
opposing that. 

...under .the publicity department of their 
own State Governments opposing the 
G.A.T.T. There may be different perceptions. 
There is nothing wrong in it. But, this is to be 
done by an elected Government, which is 
accountable to the people. Surely no...(Time-

bell) I am concluding in a minute, Madam. 
Surely it is to be done by the persons who are 
accountable to the poeple. To whom are they 
accountable today? They are accountable to 
Parliament so faT as the Legislation is 
concerned. They are accountable to the 
President through the Home Minister for their 
administrative action. They do not have any 
independent view in that matter. Though 

the State Administration fuctions in a way in 
which the entire activity of the State 
administration does not cease to operate 
immediately with the imposition of the 
President's Rule, but this Constitutional 
propriety and requirement cannot be thrown to 
the. wind. I hope the hon. Home Mjnister will 
clarify the position so far as his position vis-a-
vis this unseemly behaviour and unseemly 
incident is concerned. Thank you, Madam, 
for giving me this time. 
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 Ã Ķǿ  ¬ ŗůũΈ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê Ńˇ Ã Ķǿ  ¬ ŗůũΈ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê Ńˇ Ã Ķǿ  ¬ ŗůũΈ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê Ńˇ Ã Ķǿ  ¬ ŗůũΈ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê Ńˇ”ňά ¬ Ń Ńƒ ¢ňά ¬ Ń Ńƒ ¢ňά ¬ Ń Ńƒ ¢ňά ¬ Ń Ńƒ ¢“:::: ЗŢǼ ø ÑΈ →ŧΈ 

 ›Έ Ç ↨˝ Ä Ļя ›Έ  śŵũŵˆ  ╒ À Ķ ÑźǼ ¢ ̄  Ĺ΄ Ķ˙  ̄  Ä ¢ ĹŷŧΈ

 ĶΌ Ä ›Έ ĹŷŧΈ Зƒ ¢ ø ι ŚΌ ̄   ĶǼ Ј ĶΠ·  ŗΌ œǾ Ĺ΄ ¬ Ê ̄  Ķˆ А Ã

  Ń· ŗΧ Ķ ›Έ Ђ ŗά Ñ΅ Ѓ ŗΌ ŚŴ· » Ń˙ ³ ¢ ĹŷŧΈ  ŃΆ ¢ øЃ ŗΌ ЙΆ

ø śΏ  ĶǼ ŕſ ĺŷŶΉ ̄  ŗΆ 

 Ñſ ŗ¯  ¢ ńſ Ĺυ őΎ ¢ øЂø ŗά Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶΉ κ ¬  ¬ ĶΎ  ŗų ¡ ›Έ øÑΈ →ŧΈ

ø›Ώ ĶźũŶˆ А ª Ń˙ ª Ń˙ Ã ĶΌ Äø ι40-40-50-50  ↓ũγΈ 

 ŗΆ  ŗΨ ø›ƒ ŗΌ ›ω œǾ ›Ώ ĶźũŶˆ А Ђø ŗά Śⁿ ķƒ ø›Ό  śŢΕ ̄  ŃΉ ̄

  ̄  Ä ¢ øДųˆ  ŗΌ ›ω œǾ  ĶźũŶˆ А Ђø ŗά  śˆ   śŷŹ΅ ̄   ¬ ĶΎ  śΉ  ĶţΌ  ŗ΅

 ÑΉ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  Ń· ŗΧ Ķ Ã ĶΌ Ä ŔΌ őƒ ķǼ Дųˆ ŗΌ ›ω œǾ őƒ ķƒ

 Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΌ  ι Ķǽ  ŀůΦ  ╒  śŷţΌ  ŗ΅  ŃΉ ̄  ŗΆ ›Έ À ŗǾ ĶΈ ³ ¢ ø›Ώ Ķŷſ

  ŃΌ ÑųΉ ŗδ΅ ø ĶŢųˆ  Ń΅ ›ω Á ĶΟ  śˆ  őź₤ Ã ĶΌ Ä ø śΏ  ĶǼ ¡  ŃΉ ̄  ŗΆ Ј ŗ΅  ĶΟ

ĄŸ· ø ι  ĶźΆ ĺŷſ œΞ· Ķſ ŚΈ ¬ ¡ ³ ¢ Ñ΅  ι È ¬ Ä ̄  ŗΫ ¢  śˆ  ķˆ  ¢ ↨Έ  ¢ ł

ø ι  ≡ǽ  Ķź΅  ŃΉ ̄  ŗΆ ÑųΉ ŗδ΅ ø›Ώ Ķ₤ ¢ ÑΉ Ç ¬ ĶΎ ±  ŗ΅  śŵŻũΈ45  ↓ũγΈ 

  śŭˆ ¢ Ä ³ ¢ øŚŴΉ ŗΌ œǾ ›Ώ ĶźũŶˆ А Ã ĶΌ Ä  Ń΅ ĶǼ ķƒ ø ╓ ›Ό ̄

Ã ĶΌ Ä ¨ ¡ ø śŻΕ Ķǽ І Ķŷſ ĺŷŶΉ ̄  ŗΆ  Ń· ŗΧ Ķ  ŗųŶΌ 

. 

†[ ]Transliteration in Arabic Script 

 
 

 

 ø ι  ĶΎ ¬ Ń΅ Á ĶΟ  Ķŷ ¢  śΉ   ĶŢŷǼ Ã Ä ŀŷΏ ĶŶΉ  śŷΓ ¢ ›Έ ŕŪųź· ¢  śΉ   ĶŢŷǼ

  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  Ń· ŗΧ Ķ Ã ĶΌ Ä Ñ΅  Ķ₣ Á ĶΟ  ĶΟ  ≡Ǻ ̄  Ķ œΞźţź· Ķ ¤ ¢ ø ĶΎ ¬ ŕǽ  ŗ΅

  ι Ѓ ĶǼ ŚŸ΅ ¥ Ķſ őΎ ¢ ›Έ £ ̄  ŗΧ Ã Ķϊ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ ø śΏ  ĶǼ Ј Ķŷſ

 ¿ ŗ·  ŗΨ ø ι Ѓ ŗΌ ĹΎ ĶŦŷ  ι  Ķƒ ŗΌ  ¢ ńŴŹǼ  ĶΟ  śΉ  ° ĶΡ Ś₧΅ Ś₧΅ Ñ΅

ţΉ ŗŹ΅ ŕųź·  Í ̄  ĶΊ ¬ Ä Ńˇ ø›Ÿ΅ Ľŷ  ŗǼ Ñ΅ ›Ό  śŢΛ΅ ›Ŷˆ ¢  Ķ

 ÑΎ ø śŴŷź· ŗΦ ķǾ Ķ¯ Ê ŀΌ ¢ ± Â ¢ Ńű˝  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ Śⁿ ¢ ø ĶΡ  śΊ  ńǼ ›Ό Ä

 Ê ̄  ĶŶΌ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ ŕųź·  śŻΕ Ķǽ Зŷſ ĺŷŶΉ ̄  ŗΆ  Ń· ŗΧ Ķ Śů΄ ¢ Ä Ñ΅  śŴŷź· ŗΦ

 І Ń΅ І Ķſ Ń΄  śŻŵź΅  śΉ  Ķŷſ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅ ›Έ ø śŻΕ Ķǽ Зŷſ

 ›ω ›Ό Ä  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ  ĶţΉ ŗŹ΅  śŻŵź΅  śΉ  Ķŷſ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  Ń· ŗΧ Ķ øБ  Í ń

  śˆ  ķˆ øÑΈ →ŧΈ ø śΊ  ńΆ Ñ΅  ι ÑΎ Ç Ä  ̄  Ä ¢  ι ķź΅ Ńƒ ŕΎ →υ

 Śⁿ ›Έ Ђ ŗά  ŗΨ  ι  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ А ĺΉ Ń  ŁźţźΏ ĶΉ ŗά ›Έ  ̄  ŀŷź΅  ŃΆ ¢

 őƒ ĹΉ ¢ Ń  Ńųź·  śˆ   ↓ŷźˆ ø śŻΜΎ ¬  Ķŷſ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ А ĺΉ Ń  ŁźţźΏ ĶΉ ŗά

  ĶţΉ ŗŹ΅ øБ  śŵΗ ŚŹǽ ¢  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  ŀůΦ  śųˆ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢  ĶΡ  ι ̄   Ķƒ ŗΌ  Í ŗγŶˆ

 Ń˙ ³ ¢  ŃΆ ¢  śΊ  ńΆ  ĶţΉ ŗŹ΅ ›Ό Ä ›Ό  śŻ΅  ś˙  Ã ĶŸǼ ø śΏ  ° ĶΡ ÑΉ ª

 Â ĶŠΎ ŃΆ  śŷΓ ¢ ŔΌ Śů΄ ¢ Ä  ŃΆ ¢  ĶΡ ŗΌ ›ω œǾ  ĶΟ  ĶźũŶˆ ŗΨ  ĶΡ  śŻΕ ̄   śˆ

 śˆ   ̄  ŗ˝ ø›ŹųΎ ¬  Ńų· ¢ ڈ ⅜ ĶΌ ›Έ 
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  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  Ń· ŗΧ Ķ  ̄  Ä ¢  Ķŷŷſ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  Ń· ŗΧ Ķ  ι  ¬ ̄  ¬  ĶΟ Ђ ŗά  ŗΨ ›ŹųΎ ¬

 ι  ĶΎ ¬  Í ¬ ŐǾ  ŗų ¡  śΉ   ĶŢŷǼ  śŭˆ ¢ Ä  ╒  śΉ  Ķŷſ  Ń· ŗΧ Ķ ¤ ¡ Ñ΅ 

  śΉ  ŔΌ Ñ΅  śΚΏ ĶŢſ ÑΎ Ñ΅ Б  śŹΗ ŗΧ  śˆ  ¤ ¡  ĶŢŷǼ ›Ώ Ķŷſ  ŗ΅  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ

 ĹΈ  śŷΓ ¢  śŻŵź΅  śΉ  Ķŷſ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ Ђø śΖ øЁ ЕŷΎ ¢ ø ĶΎ ĶŢǼ ø ĶΎ ¬ ¦ Ä Ä

  ι  ĶΌ ̄  È ńŴŷźΌ Ä ø ι  ĶΌ ̄  È ńΆ ›Ό Ä  ĶţΉ ŗŹ΅  Ńųℓźſ ¿ ŗ· ¤ ¡  ̄  Ä ¢  ĶΎ ¬

  ŗΨ ø›Ό  ι ̄   Ń΅  ¬ Ķſ Ńſ  ŗ΅ Ђ ŗά  śˆ  ª Ńŭˆ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ό  ι ̄  Ń΅

Ǻ ̄  Ķ œΞźţź· Ķ  ĶŷŸ΅ ÑΎ  ¢ ↨Έ øÑΈ →ŧΈ  ŗΨ ø ι Ê ̄  ¢ ¬ ÑΈ ® Śųˆ ¢  Ń  ≡

  ĶΌ ̄   Ń΅ ›Ό Ĺ· ĶΟ Ä А  ŃΉ ̄  ŗΆ Ј ŗ΅ ›Έ ø ι  ĶŷŸ΅ » Ķ¯ Ĺυ ø ι

  śŷΈ Ķˆ  ŗ΅  ¬ ̄  ¬  ╒ Ђ ŗά øÃ ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄   Ń΅ Ĺ· ĶΟ Ä А Ђ ŗά ›Έ øÃ ŗΌ

  ŗΌ  ¬ ¢ Ä Ä  ¬ ¢ Ä Ĺυ  Ń  śΉ  ĶţΌ ÑΉ  ĶΎ  śΉ  ĶţΌ  ŗ΅  ŃΉ ̄  ŗΆ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄  ÑŸ΅  ŃųŹ΅ ̄

Ά  śˆ  Ñůά ̄  ®  ╒ Ã Ä ̄  ĶŠǿ ¢ ø ι  ĶźΆ ø ι  ĶΌ ̄  ¡ Â Ķźſ Śⁿ  ĶΟ  ŃΉ ̄  ŗ

 А Ã ĶΌ Ä  ŗΨ  ĶΌ ̄  ¨ ¢ ̄   ŃΉ ̄  ŗΆ Ã ĶΌ Ä ø śΏ  ¡  ŃΉ ̄  ŗΆ Ј ŗ΅  ŃΆ ¢  ŀůΦ  śųˆ ¢

 ĶźũŶˆ Ôø›Ώ Ķŷſ ĺŷŶΉ ̄  ŗΆ  Ń· ŗΧ Ķ Ã ĶΌ Ä ŔΌ Ñ΅  ι œǾ  ĶΟ Ã 

 ª Ń˙ ³ ¢  ŗ΅ ¨ ¢ ̄   ŃΉ ̄  ŗΆ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅ ÑΎ ›Έ ¥ Ķſ Ê Ńˆ Ä ¬

 śΉ  ŔΌ ø ι ¥ Ķſ ½ ĶΉ Ńŭǿ Ê ńſ  ĶŷΎ ¬  ° ŗŹǽ ´ ŗųΉ ¢  śΒ   śˆ 

. 

 

 

 Ñ΅  ι  ĶŹųΎ ¬  ̄  ĶΟ ª ύ¯ œ  ̄  Ä Ķ ø›Ό Дŷſ Ã ĶźŢŶˆ  ̄  ĶΟ ª ύ¯

 ›ω Ã ŗδ΅  śŻŵź΅ Ђ ŗά Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷΉ ĶǼ ›Έ ø›Ό Дŷſ Ã ĶźŢŶˆ

  ̄  ĶΟ ª ύ¯ ø Ķ₣ ¨ ¢ ̄   ŃΉ ̄  ŗΆ ķǼ ›Έ  ↨ŶŪ΅ Śⁿ ›Έ øЗſ

 Śũά ¢  ŗΨ ø ŗΌ ŒŷţźΈ Ј ŗ΅ Ñ΅  ĶźΆ ³ Ńƒ ŕųź· ø Ķ₣  ←ŶΈ  ĶΟ ДźŶˆ

œ ̄  Ä Ķ ø ι ›ω ¥ ̄  Ä Ń˘ Ј ŗ΅ А ДźŶˆ  ̄  ĶΟ ª ύ¯ ДźŶˆ 

  ĶŢˆ Ńƒ ›Έ ø ĶΟ ЕźŶΟ ³ ¢  ĶΎ ¡ ›ω  ¢ ŁŷẄ ¢ Ј ŗ΅ ø ι ¥ ̄  Ä Ń˘ А

 ŕųź·  ĶΠΉ ŗ· ŘųΎ ¬  ↨ŶŪ΅  śΉ  Ķυ  ╒ ŒŷţźΈ А ЕźŶΟ Śˆ ¢ Ñ΅  ĶΌ ̄

ø ι ›ω ¥ ̄  Ä Ń˘ А ДźŶˆ Śũά ¢  ŗΨ ø ĶΎ ¡ ›ω  ¢ ŁŷẄ ¢ Ј ŗ΅ 

  ĶΌ ̄   Ń΅ Á ĶΟ » ύǿ  ╒ ĺˆ ↓Ή ¢ őŵŠ  ŃΉ ̄  ŗΆ ŃΆ ¢ Ñ΅  śŻΕ Ķǽ ÑΎ  ŗΨ  ĶΉ ŗΌ

ůΦ  ╒  śΉ  ¡ ¦ ̄  ŗΧ ̄   ŗΨ  ι Ç Ä Ñųŵſ  śŷΒ ÑΉ ¹ ŗ˘ ŗΈ  ĶΟ  Ķǽ Ńǽ Ç Ä  ŀ

 ¢ ̄  ŗ  ŃΉ ̄  ŗΆ  ›Έ  Ńǿ ¡ ø śΏ  ¡ Ã ĶΌ Ä  ŃΉ ̄  ŗΆ  ¢ Ńˆ Ä ¬  ̄  Ä ¢  śΏ  ĶǼ  ĶΎ ¬  ĶţΌ

 œź ¢  śˆ  ķǾ Ķ¯ Ê ŀΌ ¢ ± Â ¢ Ńű˝ Ñ΅  ĶΠΉ ŗΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅ Śϊ » Ń¯ ›Έ

  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  Ń Ã ĶΌ Ä Ñ΅  ι Śϊ œǾ  ĶΟ  ĶźũŶˆ ³ ¢ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶΉ Ń΅

 śΏ  ĶǼ Ј Ķŷſ 
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 ĹΉ ¢ Ń  ̄  Ä ¢  ↓ŷźˆ Ñ΅ Ķƒ  śΏ  ĶǼ Ј Ķŷſ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ А ĺΉ Ń  ŁźţźΏ ĶΉ ŗά  ̄  Ä ¢

  ŃΌ  ̄  Ä ¢  ̄ ̄ ڈ   ¡  ŁŷΎ ¢Å κ Ã ĶΌ Ä Ñ΅  śŻŹųΎ ¬ ķƒ ø ŗΌ ÑΉ  ŀźⁿ ĹΈ Ј ŗ΅ ›Έ

ø ι Ѓ ŗΌ Ĺˆ ̄  ¬ ЗŢ΅  ≡ǽ....”Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ“ ....  ŗΨ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ

 І Ķſ Ń΄ Зƒ ¢ Ñ΅  śŻΛ΅ ÑΎ » Ń¯ ¤ ¡ ø śŻΛ΅  ŗΨ Ã ĶΌ ¤ ¡ ŚŴźΌ ̄  · ŗήŬΈ

 ι ̄   Í ¬  ĶΞˆ ¢ Śϊ  śΏ  Ķŷſ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ Ã ĶΌ Ä ĺΉ Ń  ŁźţźΏ ĶΉ ŗά Ñ΅ ›Ό 

ø ι œǾ 

Ê ŀΌ ¢ ± Â ¢ Ńű˝ Ê ŃˇÊ ŀΌ ¢ ± Â ¢ Ńű˝ Ê ŃˇÊ ŀΌ ¢ ± Â ¢ Ńű˝ Ê ŃˇÊ ŀΌ ¢ ± Â ¢ Ńű˝ Ê Ńˇ::::øІ Ķſ Ń΄ Śⁿ Ã ĶΌ Ä  ̄  Ä ¢ І Ķſ Ń΄ Ã Ķϊ  

Ã Ķǿ  ¬ ŗůũΈ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇÃ Ķǿ  ¬ ŗůũΈ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇÃ Ķǿ  ¬ ŗůũΈ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇÃ Ķǿ  ¬ ŗůũΈ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê Ńˇ:::: őƒ ¨ ¡  ŗΨ  śΉ  ķǾ Ķ¯ Ê ŀΌ ¢ ± Â ¢ Ńű˝ 

  śŷ∆ ¬ І Ķſ Ń΄ À Ķˆ б Ķ øÀ Ķˆ  Ä ¬ À Ķˆ ¤ ¡ £ ¢ ν І Ķſ Ń΄  śˆ  ŔΌ

 À Ķˆ  ŃΌ  ŗǼ ›Ό ¿ ŗ· Ç Ä ŔΌ ø śƒ  ŗΌ ›ω  ̄  Ķźƒ  śŻ· ╒  śƒ  Ń΅ І Ķſ Ń΄

ø śŻΕ Ķǽ ›ω  Ķŷˆ Ńƒ Śⁿ  ¢ ̄  ®  ŗųΉ ¢  ¢ łĄŸ· ø›Ό 

  ĶΎ Ķŷſ ÑΉ ¹ ŗ˘ ŗΈ  ĶΟ  Ķǽ Ńǽ Ç ¬ ĶΎ ± Ĺυ  ŗųˆ ¢ Ñ΅  ι Â ŀΎ ŗΫ  ¢ ↨Έ

 Ã ĶΌ Ä ›Έ ĺũά ↓Ή ¢  ╒ ňά ¬ ›Έ ĺũά ↓Ή ¢  ╒ ňά ¬ Ń ø śΏ  ĶǼ

ø śŻΕ Ķǽ І ŗΌ ŔΏ Ķ΄  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ А ĺΉ Ń  ŁźţźΏ ĶΉ ŗά 

 
 

 
 

 

 ĶΡ ›Έ ķǼ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅ Śⁿ ÑΎ ›Έ  ≡ǽ őΎ ¢Ô Ã  ŗΨ Ã ŗΌ  Ķƒ ĶǼ ›Έ

  ŗΨ  Ķ₣  Ķƒ Ń΅  ĶΊ ń ŇųţźΈ ΩźΈ ›Έ  śΖ  ̄  ¬ ŖΎ ŗΨ Ķˆ ›Έ  śŢŹǽ ŗΧ ¿ ŗ·

  ŁΏ Ķˆ ‹ƒ  ╒ ¨ ŗΦ Ê Ńƒ őΎ ¢  ś₣  śƒ  ĶΊ ń  ↓ˆ ĶΈ  ╒ Ê ↓źΈ ŗδǼ  ŗ΅ ŔΌ

 Ê ńſ  śˆ  Ê Ńũδƒ  ŗΨ ŚŴźΏ ĶǼ œΈ  ŁΏ Ķˆ  Ä ¬ ›Έ  ŁΏ Ķˆ ‹ƒ  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ό  śƒ  ŗΌ

 ŁΏ Ķˆ ‹ƒ Śⁿ ›Έ ňά ¬ Ń Ńƒ ¢  śˆ  ¼ ĶűΨ ¢ Ñ΅  ĶŸ΅  śΉ  ›Έ  ŗΨ øŚŴźΏ ĶǼ  ŗΌ 

 Â ¢ Ńű˝ Ñ΅  ι ÑΎ ¥ ̄  Ä Ń˘  śŻŵˆ ¢ ›Ό ŚΌ ↕źω œΈ  ŁΏ Ķˆ  Ä ¬ ø›Ό

 ø›Ώ ĶǼ œΈ  ŁΏ Ķˆ ν ¢ Ä ĺΉ Ń  ŁźţźΏ ĶΉ ŗά  ̄  Ä ¢ Є ̄  Ķ ν ¢ Ä ķǾ Ķ¯ Ê ŀΌ ¢ ±

  śŴŷźŸ΅  ĶŹǽ ¢  ŗųˆ ¢  ĶΠΎ Ń΅ Á ĶΟ  ĶŹǽ ¢  ŗǼ ø ╓ ›Ό ̄  ĺŷΎ Łŷź ŁΉ ¢  ŗΨ ŔΌ

 ³ ¢  ĶΟ ňά ¬ Ń  Ńƒ ¢  ι  ¬ ̄  ¬ ŗǼ ø ι ›ω Ç ŀΏ Ķ Ј ŗ΅  śˆ   śΉ  Ä ̄  Śů΄ ¢ Ä

ŵź΅  śΉ  Ń΅  ̄  Ä ¬  ŗ΅  ¬ ̄  ¬ Ñ΅  śŻΜź· ŘųΎ ¬  ̄  Ä ¢  śŻΜź·  Ķŷſ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ  Ń· ŗΧ Ķ Ã ĶΌ Ä  śŻ

 ¥ Ķſ А ŇΦ  ╒ ŚΈ ¬ ¡ őΎ ¢ ÑΉ ̄  Ä  śΏ  ĶǼ  ŗΌ őź₤  ≡ǽ  ŃΌ А ňά ¬ Ń Ńƒ ¢

 © ŗˆ ¿ ŗ·  ŗǼ ø›Ώ ύǽ  śˆ  őź₤  ŗ΅  śΒ  ŗ¯  Í ńſ  śŷƒ ¢ Ñ΅  ι ›ω

őΎ ¢ Ñ΅ ›Ό  śƒ  Ń΅ ŏδŵųƒ  Ń΅ 
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ź₤ ŚΈ ¬ ¡ őź₤  Ķŷǽ ŗˆ ÑΎ ø ι  ĶΌ ̄   ύǽ ›ω  śˆ  ő

 ķǼ ø ι ›ω45  ŚΈ ¬ ¡ őΎ ¢  ŗΨ  śŢųˆ  ύǽ ›ω ŚΈ ¬ ¡

  ĶΎ ¬ ō΄ ŗΈ  ĶΟ  śŷ· ŗΦ  śŹΜΈ  śΉ  ¤ ¡  ι ›ω ¥ Ķſ А ŇΦ  ╒

 ø ¬ ¢ Ä  śŷΊ ¬  ĶΞ ¡  śŻ·  śųˆ ¢” ŀˇ ŔŢǿ“ 
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@� 1-� �ह, ह3 @� :�Z� 
�
�L�� ��ह1 �) C @� 
1-� �ह, ह3 @� ��*�� ��ह1 �) C @� 1-� �ह, ह3 � �ह 
14 �)���( :�B�� �- 13 ��A��+ �� 	� :-B�� ह- ��� 
@� 14��  ���*� ��ह1 �� �( :-B�� ह- ��� � 14��  
���*� ��ह1 �� �( :-B�� ह- ��� �14�, ���*� ��ह1 
�� �( :-B�� ह- ��� � �- 
�
��� :-B�� 14 ;��F � �� 
0� �ह� ह� � �- 4����i�< �( ...( ��!�")... 
F�
�	 ह� �1 !�( �� 48ह\ ��  ��� ह3 @� F� 
ह)�) �� �� ��� �� �ह, ह3 � F��( ��ह �ह ह� 
� 
������ �� ह���� 
��8�� 1v� ��ह1, ह���� 1)�)�* 
�J� ह)	 ह3 @� 
�� ���t �� ���UT� �� �ह, ह3, 4� 
���t �� F� ह���� �- �ह�  �� �ह)  0� 
��� ह� 
� �-Z 
���, 1��( �ह\ �ह �Z ह3 @� 0/ 
� ������ �� R� 
�J� ह3, R� �) C @� ह( ��� �� ��� �ह, ह3 @� R��� 
���/� !��� ह�� �, �� 
��� ह�,��D�, �3 !�1�� �� 
	� �)�J� �w�� �� �ह� ह/  – 

 “�1 �� ����� �a� �, �ह\ R�(, हT��	  
ह-�( �ह,�(�“ 

 �ह �l�� 
�ह  �( �� 1��� ह� @� ���89 
�-ह� �( ��  !�1�� �, 
C�� ह� � �- !�� �a� �, R�� 
��  
�	 हT��	  ���� �ह-�� @� �ह�  �� �ह ह ���� 
���� �ह-�� �- ह� ह��.� F"� �� ��� ���� �ह,�� 
F�
�	 
� ह� ��d�)�
�5� ��  ��� ह� @� F�( �( 
1)
���� �� ह� ����� 0�� �ह, ह3 �  
 “��,  ��l�)��� �- 1� �zह�, 0�
ह	  
 ��
�� ���� 4� �)o� �-0�� �J��“ 

 �ह-��, R��� 1ह)�-1ह)� .)
[�� � 

 �
 6�.�". 6�% (:<� =$�R) : ����(� 
4����i�< �ह-���, �3 4a� :��. ��  ��)�� 
��� ��  
R�� ह/  � ����(� ��L�+ �� ��� �, 4a� :��. ��  
�f 	 D RD* vb  � ��  � 1"  �, !��� 
�0�� ��, ह3 � 
�ह-���, �f RD*� �� ���� !�� �� �ह\ R�� ह�� 
!T��0�� ह- �ह, ह3,  �f 	 D  RD*� 
D�(
��+�,� ह- 
�ह� ह� ��
�� 4��( �/0�� �- ह�, ह-�( 0�
ह	 � 
��� ��  ��i�� �� 
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�1 ह� �ह �/C�� 0�ह�, ह3 �- ����(� � �( �( ��  
@� ���*� ��  
�0�� :
��/ � ह- ���� ह3 � O�( 
!
�K��� �( NL�� �, ���*� �- ह���� �� :L��� 
!�� �-Z ���t ���( ह� �- 1ह)�� �������( ���t 
��  Q� �, ह���( ���t 4��- ���� ���� ��   
�	 
!��( � �/�( ���( � ह� ����, ह3 
� �f 	 D RD*� 
�( NL�
� �J1J ह� 4a� :��. �,, .�£UlD ��L� 
��  r�� !T��0�� ह- �ह, ह� @� O�( NL�
� �, 
��
�� ���� ��, R� ��0* ��  �ह(�� �, �1 �/. 1-D* 
��  	d��
���.� ह- �ह, ह3, �1 �ह�  ���� 
!
"��
��+ ��  >� �X� ह- �ह, ह3 � O�( NL�
� �, �1 
��
�� >� �X�* ह- �ह, ह�, �f 	 D RD*� �- �_� 
� ������ ? !
"���( RK�L� �ह\ ह3 
� ���� �ह�  
�� L��
�T� ह3 � ���� 1n0� �ह�  
DL�1* ह- �ह, ह3, �� 
4��( ��X ��N���,� ह3 � �-� !T��0�� ह- �ह, ह3, 
��� 1w �ह, ह3, �/�-��� 1w �ह( ह3 @� 
��-�* �� ह- 
�ह( ह� � 
��-�* ���� ���� �)
�� L��.� �, �1 

��-�* ���� 0�ह�� ह� �- D���( �,��� ���� ��  
�	 

� !T��0�� �( �� 
��-�* 
��(  ��	 , �ह 
��-�* 

���� ह( �ह\ ह� �O�( NL�
� �, �1 ��� RX 
��N8XD,� ह-��, �1 ह���� 
�K��� ह( �/� ��	��, 
.��� 0���� ���+ @� .��� ���+ ��  1(0 �� 
����z � ह( �/� ��	�� �- 4��� d�� हg ह-�� ? 
F�
�	 �3 ����(� 4����i�< �ह-��� �� 
����� 
���� 0�ह/ �� 
� 4a� :��. �, !T��0�� 1w �ह, 
ह3...( ��!�")... �3 �ह�( 1�� 1-� �ह� ह/  � R� 
�-� .-� �0�	 �� �- �3 4���  
�	 �( R��� 
R���( �ह/ �� � 4a� :��. �, �- !T��0�� ह- �ह, ह3 
@� हT�� 	 @� 1��T��� 1w� ह3, 4�� ह�, .A�8��( 
��  ��� L�(��� ���� �J��� 
� �ह�  ह���( 
!y��L�� ह�, ह�, 4��( ��X i��� ���� ह-�� � �3 
1ह)� .)[�)��� ह/  
� R��� �)o� ��� 
��� � 
"8���� �  
 :7�&�U�X (�� ���
 ���# '�7E+) : 
:-.��� 1v. Y�ह ��E � �3 R��- �- 
��� �� ��� 
�, ���( ह/  � 1ह)� � <�� �, 1-
�	 � 
 =�. ��� 0mR ��ह ��Y (:<� =$�R ) : 
�ह-���, 1ह)�-1ह)� "8����  
� R��� �)o� 1-��� 
�� !��� 
��� � �� !��( �� 1�� �ह�� �� �ह�� 
1ह)� ह( � <�� �, 4a� :��. �( �) C घ���S  �( 
��X R��� i��� @� F� �� �� i��� R�Ab� 
���� 0�ह/ �� � �ह-���, 4 ����( �- 1)�8�.ह� �, 
4 �-�+ �( हT�� �� �( �Z � 23 ����( �- 
�����( �, �ह�  ��  y�����( @� 
�K� 
ह8�/ �
�b� 
��  ���� Q ��� ��  !�ह� �� 
��� ��� � 24 
����( �- हz�(��)�  �, 5 ����(� 

���� ���t ��  ���*���S  �( �U. � हT�� �� �( 
�Z  24 ����( �- ���r ��  R��1�� ��  y�L� 
F����  �, 5 �-�+ �( 
��-�ह�J� �-�( 0�� �� हT�� 
�� �( �Z � ����( �, ह( ����)� ��ह�� �, 1(.��.�(. 
��  ���� !
�� ���� �( हT�� �� �( �Z � ����( �, 
ह( �-���)� �, �- y�NV�+ �( 
��-�ह�J� हT�� �� 
�( �Z � �ह�  ��  ���� �(��89 �� D� @� �Z �-�+ �- 
घ��� �� 
��� ��� � ����( �, ह( ��
���1�� �, 
	� 1ह)� 1J, y�����( 
��(� ��� �� !�ह� �� 

��� ��� � ��8���, ���W ���� �, ����( �ह(�� ��  
	� ����D� ¤ �� ���(� Yह�� �, 12 �-�+ �( हT�� �� 
�( �Z ह3 � @� 	� �ह(�� �, 41 �-�+ �( 
���* हT�� 
�� �( �Z ह� � �� �� ���r �,, ����( ��  �ह(�� �, 
35 �-�+ �( हT�� �� �( �Z � ����( ��  �ह(�� ह( �, 
�)��X���� �, 27�-�+ �( हT�� �� �( ��( � �3 
�� �� ����( �ह(�� ��  R �D� R��- 1���� 0�ह��  
ह/  � ����( �,, �)
�� 
���D* ह3,�Uह 
���� ��  
��-D* 
��  !�)��� 633 �-�+ �( हT���, �( �Z ह3 
...( ��!�")... 4a� :��. �, हT��S  �, 11 :
�.� 
�� F��X� ह)R ह�, D�� 
��+ �, 38 :
�.� �� 
F��X� ह)R ह�, � �+ �, 8 X(��( �� F��X� ह)R ह�, 
�-Dह-l��*-!� �, 132 X(��( �� F��X� ह)R ह�, 
��8���, R��- �)��� 1ह)� �)� ह-�� 
� 
1��T��� �( घ���S  �� 36 X(��( �� F��X� ह)R 
ह� � �ह�� हT��S  �, 116 X(��( �� F��X� ह)R ह� � 
�ह 
�C�� 	� �ह(�� , ����( ��  R �J� ह3 � �3 
R��- 15 
�� �( @� 
��-�* ���� 0�ह�� ह/  � 
X���( ��  :�� � �, 	�� �, �� �� :��� @� 4���  घ� 
��  0�� �-�+ �- ��� घ+� �� हT�� �� �( �Z �  
 

 :7�&�U�X (�� ���
 ���# '�7E+) : ���� 

����� ह� 
� हT��S  �� 
��
��� 0��� �ह��� �- 
R� �)�� �( 1�� �ह\ �� ��, �� ��)�� �( 1�� ��, �- 
R��� ��� ���� ह-�� ������ �ह\ ह-�� �  
 

 =�. ��� 0mR ��ह ��Y : ��D�, �3 R��- 
1���� 0�ह�� ह/  
� 
�C�� D�w �ह(�� �, 900 !
"� 
हT���, 4a� :��. �, ह)Z ह3, 200 �� !
"� 1��T��� 
ह)	 ह3, 28 �� !
"� !�ह� ह)	 ह3, 800 �-�+ �� 
�-�( @� 0��/  �� ह��� ����  4��- घ��� 
��� 
��� ह�, �-Dह-lD-!� �, 150 X(��( �( �UN2 ह)Z ह3 
� ��8���, R� L��  ����( ह� 
� B��( F���+ ��  
�-�+ �( 
��-�* 
��( �ह\ ���( ह� � ��8���, �3 
�ह�� 0�ह�� ह/  
� 4a� :��. �- �ह�( 1�� 
���(� �)2 �, 
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o+� 
��� ��� ह�  � :��. �, ���
ह� 1��T��� @� 
हT��S  �- �_� .)Q ह- ��� ह�� F���  ��� 4a� 
:��. 
1ह�� �( ��L��  �� R�� �J� ह- ��� ह�  � �3 
R��- �ह��  0�ह�� ह/  
� �ह�  	�� -47  ��FX�+ 
�� FL����� 
��� �� �ह� ह� � �ह�  ��  ��
X�� 
����� F��� FL����� �� �ह� ह3 ��
�� 4��- 
��J� �ह\  �� �ह� ह� � 	� �( 	�� -47  ��FX� 
1���� �ह\ ह)Z ह� � �ह�  �� ���/� @� y��L�� �(   
NL�
� 1���� �Z ह� � :��. ��  ह� ��� �, �/�  ह- 
�ह( ह�, D�� 
���  ह- �ह( ह�, 1��T��� ह- �ह� ह3 
�-Dह-lD @� हT��S  �� �_� 0�  �ह� ह�� :��. �( 
����  ��BL� ह� @� �ह 	� R� � ��  ���� �, �( 
�ह( ह� � ��8���, �3 R���   ��i�� �� 1���� 0�ह�� 
ह/  
�.... 

 :7�&�U�X (�� ���
 ���# '�7EP) : 
��E �(, ��� R� 	� 
�
��  ���( 1�� �)
�	 �  
��
�	, R���  
�	 L��.� �V �� �� ��� �� @� 
�3�� R��- L��.� �V 
��� �1 
� R��( ���t  
�� �V �T� ह- 0)�� �� � F���   1���/� �, !�� 
F� ��ह हT��S  ��  1��� �, 
��
��� .)Q ��,�� �- 
�)o� 
X� घ �( 1���� R��- 
1W��� �D���� 
Please come to the point. I wouldn't allow 

this. Please come to the point. 

 =�. ��� 0mR ��ह ��Y : �ह-���, �3 
�/.�(. �� R�� ह/ ,�ह�  �� �ह�� ���� ह/  � �3  !��( 
1�� �- �8d�/D ���� �� �ह� ह/  � ...( ��!�")... 
 

 �
 ��ह{�$ ��
� (4a� :��.) :  F� 
R �D+ �� �-�* d�� ह� ...( ��!�")... �1 R� 
ह�4� �, L��NL�� ���� ह3 �- R��- 1���� �D��� 
� 
F��� �-�*  d�� ह� � ...( ��!�")... 
 

 =�. ��� 0mR ��ह ��Y : �3 �ह  R �D� ¤ 
40 :0 ��  �Uह 
���� �� �� �ह� ह/ � 

SHRIMATI RENUKA 
CHOWDHURY (Andhra Pradesh): Can you 
substantiate what you say? �D�¤ ह-�� �3 �( �) C 
�( �ह ���( ह/  � ...( ��!�")... 

:7�&�U�X (�� ���
 ���# '�7EP) : 
0�)�]�( �( R� !��� ��L�  �� �ह, 
� .... 

=�. ��� 0mR ��ह :  ��8���, �� �)o�  
!��� 1�� �ह\ �ह�� ���� 0�ह�� �  �3 �- 
���  �, 
�8��/D ���� ह/  � 

:7�&�U�X (�� ���
 ���# '�7EP) : 
0�)�]�( 

�(, R� !��� ��L� �- �ह, �3�� R���  �ह�� �� 
4��-  �V  
��� ह� � 
 =�. ��� 0mR ��ह :  �3 4a� :��. ��  
��5���� �ह-�� �( �(�� .��( �� �-Z  
�;�( 
�ह\ ���� 0�ह�� ह/  @� � ह( 
� �ह 
�� ���  �, 
F���L��D ह3  �� ����� ह3, �3  F���  1��� �, �) C �ह\ 
�ह�� 0�ह�� �  ��
�� 4a� :��. �� 	� 
�;�( 
�Q� ���� 0�ह/ �� 
� 
�� ��ह �� �1 �-� �� 
�ह� �� �- �(�- 1 �( 1�� �ह� ��, �ह( ह����  R� 
4a� :��. �, ह3 �- 
� �3 R���   i��� �, ���� 
0�ह�� ह/  � 
 �ह-���, 	� ��X �- �ह NL�
�  ह� @� 
�/��( ��X 
��cb ���
��+ �- ...( ��!�")... 
 :7�&�U�X (�� ���
 ���#  '�7EP) : 
R��� �ह 
��� � �-� �( NL�
�  ��  1��� �, 1�� �� 
R��� �ह�  �( NL�
�  �� 1���  �� 
��� �  �)o� 
���� ह� 
� !1 �3  � �( �( �-  ���1 ���� ��  
�	 
�ह/  
� �ह ���1 �, � 
 :-. ��� 1v. Y�ह ��E :  �ह-���, �3 	� 

��� �, !��( 1�� �T� �� �ह� ह/  � ...( ��!�")... 
	� ��X �- 4a� :��. �( �ह NL�  
� ह� @� �/��(  
��X 4a� :��.  ��  �- 
��cb ���
�� ह� 48ह,  
���.�� 
��� �� �ह� ह�   � !�(  ���� F���� �, 
�ह�   �( 
1��( �( !y��L�� �- �� ����  �1 
���
�� R8�-�� �� �ह� �� �- �ह�  �� �-�+ �-, 
��0�0��F�+0 �- 
0N8ह� ����  ��� ��  ! "��� �,, 
!2* ��
� �, 4���  घ�+ ��  ������ �-J ����   4��- 

������ 
��� ��� ...( ��!�")... �ह( �ह\, R� 
�� 
�� �-�+ ��  
���X   �)
�� �, 323 �� �� �(  
�)���� ���� �ह\ ह� � 4��- ...( ��!�")... 
 �
 ���)�7�� ��$� (:<� =$�R) : 
��D�, �3 �ह F ���(� ���� 0�ह�� ह/  
� F8ह+�� 
F���� �� 
�[ 
���, 1(.��.�(. ��  �-�+ �� 
1"/�� 
�L1�  �, �/�� �1 L��.� �- ��� 
��� @� 
F �(
���*  �- ���� �  4���   �
���� ���- 4��(  
�Na�+  �- घ� �� 
���� �� 1�ह� �� 
��� @� 
4���  �NT��+ �- घ� �� 
����  �� 1�ह� �� 
��� 
@� 4���   ���(
��� ��� घ� �� 4W� 
�	 �	 � 
...( ��!�")... � ;�(�  ���� ��� 
��� �  	��(Y�� 
F� R�  ����D* � ...( ��!�")... �ह�   
����  !���" 
�� �ह� ह3� �ह F���  ���( ���� �ह� ह3 � 
...( ��!�")... 

 :7�&�U�X (�� ���
 ���# '�7EP) : 
��E�(, !1 F� 1�� �- �ह( �� �T� �� �(
�	�� 
� !1 �3 � �( �( �- �ह/ �( 
� �ह F� 
D��.� �� 
���1 
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�, � ...( ��!�")... ;�(�, 1�
W	�� � ;�(�, 1�
W	�� � 
...( ��!�")... 

=�. ��� 0mR ��ह ��Y : �ह-���...( ��!�")... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 

KHAPARDE): If you don't listen to the 

Chair, nothing will go on record. 

=�. ��� 0mR ��ह  ��Y : �ह-���, 1ह)�-1ह)� 
"8���� 
� R��� �)o� 1-��� �� !��� 
��� � 
ह��� 
� �3 !��( 1�� �- �ह\  �ह ���� F��� �)o� 
�-D� �)� ह� � �, 4a :��.  �� R�� ह/  ...( ��!�")... 

X� �( R��� �)o� �- 1-��� �� !��� 
��� 4���  

�	 �� R��- "8���� ���� ह/  � 

:7�&�U�X (�� ���
 ���# '�7EP) : ��E �(, 
R��� �(� 1��� �_ 
���  �� .)Q  
��� ह� @� 
!�( �(� 1� �� �-�ह 
��� ह- �ह� 
ह3...( ��!�")... 

SHR1 SAN AT AN BISI (Orissa): Madam, 

I want to speak. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 
KHAPARDE): Your name is not there before 
me. (Interruptions). I have called all the 
names according to the list which is before 
me. Now the Home Minister would reply to 
the debate. I request the Home Minister to 
kindly reply to the debate.  (Interruptions). 

SHRI SANATAN BISI: Madam, I want to 

speak. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS 

SAROJ KHAPARDE): Plese sit down. 

Please cooperate with me. 
(Interruptions). 

SHRI SANATAN BISI: Madam, kindly 

allow me to say something. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 

KHAPARDE): Mr. Bisi, you are a very 

cooperative Member. (Interruptions). 

SHRIMATI RENUKA 

CHOWDHURY:   Madam,   kindly  allow 

him. He speaks to the point. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 

KHAPARDE): Renukaii, if you 

want me to allow him, I will give him two 
minutes. (Interruptions). Renukaji, now you 
can see. if I allow him, many hon. Members 
would also like to speak from this side. Mr. 
Raj Babbar also wants to speak. There would 
be no end to it. (Interruptions). 

SHRIMATI RENUKA 

CHOWDHURY: Madam, I leave it to your 

discretion. 

SHRI SANATAN BISI: Madam, I will take 
only one minute. When the dicussion started, 
at that time, the impression given was that 
every Member would be given a chance to 
speak. My name is there in the list. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 
KHAPARDE): Mr. Bisi, would you listen to 
me? 

SHRI SANATAN BISI: Yes, Madam. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 
KHAPARDE): There are two minutes left for 
your party. I will permit you for ony two 
minutes. 

SHRI SANATAN BISI: Madam, I will take 
only two minutes. 

SHRI SUR1NDER KUMAR 
SINGLA: Madam, I will take only one 
minute. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 
KHAPARDE): Mr. Singla, your party has 
consumed all the time. I am not going to 
allow you. 

SHRI SANATAN BISI: I thank you for 

giving me this opportunity. Mdam, so far as 

Article 351 of the Constitution is concerned, 

many hon. Members have mentioned about it. 

After the assumption of the functions of the 

State by the President, the Governor is merely 

an agent and he functions purely as per the 

advice of the Union Government. Secondly, 

what is the difference between a Short-

Duration discussion and a substantive 

motion? Here the Short-Duration Discussion 

confines to the State of Uttar Pradesh and to 

the law and order order situation in Uttar 

Pradesh. Where is the question of a 

substantive 
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motion? In the case of a substantive motion, 
you can raise objections about a Governor's 
behaviour, about a Minister's behaviour or 
about what a Chief Secretary or others tell to 
the Press. When there is no substantive 
motion, our effort should be to suggest to the 
Minister concerned the measures to be taken, 
the endeavours to be made in so far as the 
question of law and order in UP is concerned. 
The knowledge we gained should be applied 
and suggestion made to the Minister as to 
how we should make our e/ideavours. 

1 have been listening to all the discussion 
in the House on this subject. But the 
difference between a Short Duration 
discussion and a discussion on a substantive 
motion should be taken note of. Several 
members have spoken on this as if this is a 
substantive motion. I don't want to hurt them. 
I have great respect for them. The other thing 
which I would like to mention is that in the 
case of UP, several leaders, including Mr. 
V.P. Singh, have stated that so far as UP is 
concerned, a solution can be found provided 
the State is divided. This is my concluding 
point. 

Madam, I thank you for giving me this 

opportunity. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 
KHAPARDE): Thank you very much, Mr. 
Bisi. You are really within your time and I 
appreciate that. 

SHRIMATI RENUKA 

CHOWDHURY: That is why I recommended 

his name. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 

KHAPARDE): Thank you very much, Mrs. 

Renuka. Now, Mr. Home Minister 

THE MINISTER OF HOME AFFAIRS 
(SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA): Madam, I feel 
that the discussion which is taking place here 
today, a very important discussion, of course, 
is a sort of prelude or a curtain-raiser, shall I 
say, to the discussion which is scheduled to 
take place later this week in Lok Sabha 

because the discussion in Lok Sabha is going 
to be on a substantive motion under rule 184 
requiring a decision at the end and which 
specifically calls for removal of the Governor 
of Uttar Pradesh. Here we are discussing no 
resolution as such, no motion as such. We are 
only discussing a certain situation which has 
arisen in UP and we have to express different 
views and perceptions regarding that. Now the 
statement which I had made in the other 
House on 24th February seems to have set off 
all this commotion, controversy and so on. if 
you allow me just to refresh the memory of 
the hon. Members, I will refer once again to 
the statement, a very brief statement, which I 
had made and which is on record. Madam 
Vice-Chairman, may I just read out? 

"Everybody is deeply concerned and 
worried over what is happening in the 
largest State in our country. It is 
heading for anarchy, chaos and 
destruction. What can we do in order to 
stop this? It is a matter for discussing 
various aspects, various factors and 
various forces which are involved and 
to try to reach some kind of a 
consensus in this House as to what kind 
of urgent measures and steps are 
required to be taken." 

Madam, you will note that in this statement 
there are two things. One is, I made no 
reference whatsoever to the Governor. There 
was no mention of the Governor. Secondly, I 
did not confine this general observation about 
UP to the question of crime and law and 
order, of course, crime and law and order are 
very important factors and today we are 
discussing here the law and order situation, 
whether it has deteriorated and so on and so 
forth. But I had not in my statement either 
mentioned the Governor's rule or stated that 
the situation must be measured in terms of the 
graph or the curve or the number of crimes 
which have been committed or which       
were       committed       earlier, 
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irrespective of various types of crimes. I had 
not referred to that at all. This I felt necessary 
to clarify because, of course, we have no 
control over the media. The media has gone to 
town in the last few days. According to them I 
had made some kind of a criticism or attack on 
the Governor, the Governor had retaliated and 
the whole thing has been projected as 
'Bhandari versus Gupta' or 'Gupta versus 
Bhandari'. How this comes out of my 
statement, I do not understand. 

Madam, hon. Members have actually 
expressed their concern here on crime and the 
law and order situation. I should say that, as 
the Speaker himself said in the course of his 
ruling, the statistics of crime are not the only 
factor on which you can analyse or assess the 
general situation in a State. The other factors, 
the perception of the people, the perception of 
the public, have also to be taken into account. 

In my opinion, Madam, the degree to which 
crime is being perpetrated in the State of Uttar 
Pradesh is something which shocks and 
horrifies anybody. But in my opinion, this 
incidence of crime is not the real disease. This 
is a symptom of the disease. These crimes are 
a symptom of a much deeper disease and 
malady which has afflicted the State. And we 
are worried about it because, as I said earlier, 
it is the largest State in the country, it is a 
State which has given seven, eight or, 
perhaps, nine Prime Ministers to this country. 
We are all well aware of the traditions and the 
history and the great record of this State in the 
freedom struggle. And therefore, it is all the 
more painful to see what is going on there 
now. 

Madam, I do not believe personally that any 

kind of President's Rule or Governor's Rule or 

anything else can be a substitute for a popular 

Government. Under our democratic system 

when there is a popularly elected 

Government, there are a whole lot of checks 

and balances. At present under the President's 

Rule in UP, the whole structure of checks and 

balances has been demolished. It does 
not exist. And I would say that the 
greater the uncertainty prevailing in a 
State—in this case, the UP—the greater 
the encouragement given to criminals and 
antisocial elements to run amok. And 
therefore, I want to plead. My whole 
object was to plead and I am pleading. I 
am pleading to all parties and all leaders 
including my own, if we have a will, if we 
have a determination to save UP from 
the impending doom towards which it is 
rushing headlong, then the responsibility 
rests on us also. It is not the 
responsibility of only one individual who 
is the Governor sitting there in Raj 
Bhawan. He may be doing many wrong 
things. I do not want to repeat all that is 
being said here by so many 
Members—their grievances and 

complaints against the Governor. But I also 
do not agree with those Members who have 
said that if we replace this Governor by 
another Governor and do nothing else—if this 
is the only change which has to be made—
then UP will be saved. I don't think it is such 
an oversimplified thing at all. The Governor 
may have to be changed, he may not be 
changed. That is a different matter. That is for 
the Government to decide. That is for the 
Prime Minister to decide. But certainly by 
replacing him with another Governor, I do not 
think the maladies which have afflicted UP 
are going to be solved. 

So, as far as purely law and order situation 

or control of law enforcement is concerned, 

there is no doubt that that is also very 

important. Some hon. Members here speaking 

the other day had accused the Central 

Government of failure to intervene in this 

situation. He said that the situation is getting 

worse because there is no intervention from 

the side if the Centre to remedy the situation. I 

wish to point out—I said it the other day 

also—that we have not intervened, in terms of 

removing the Governor and replacing him by 

another. It is true. But it is not true to say that 

no intervention is taking place. 
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As far as the question of the law-enforcing 
agencies is concerned, as far as the question 
of toning up the whole administration is 
concerned, we have intervened. High-level 
meetings have been held. High-level meetings 
have been held in which an action plan has 
been worked out. This action plan was not the 
result of the Governor's or any of his officers' 
ideas. It was an action plan which was 
proposed by my Ministry. A high-level 
meeting was called. I am glad to say that most 
of the. proposals which were made for an 
action plan have been accepted by the present 
Government of UP. They have promised to 
implement those things. I am not going into 
the details of the action plan. It has appeared 
in all the papers and all that. If necessary, I 
can again repeat those things. 

Of course, this, by itself, would not cure the 
whole situation. I understand that very well. 
But still, the people in that State, after all, 
want some security. They want some safety. 
There are so many complaints. Even today, I 
am getting complaints from hon. Members of 
this House about the members of their 
families having been kidnapped, having 
disappeared. There is no further information 
about them. They have made repeated 
representations to the authorities concerned; 
whether it be the District Magistrate or the 
SSP or whoever, but nothing has happened. In 
one particular case of an hon. Member of this 
House, there is no further trace to be found of 
his family. He does not belong to my party. 
This is a human problem. 

SHRI NARENDRA MOHAN (Uttar 
Pradesh): He is a Lok Sabha Member; not a 
Rajya Sabha Member. 

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA: Sorry, This 

kind of thing is continuing. Somebody said 

the other day that if a person goes to Haridwar 

for some pilgrimage or something, and he 

wants to return to Delhi from Haridwar, by 

road, he can never be sure that he would reach 

safely. Highway hold-ups and highway 
robberies have increased, no doubt. They are 
bound to increase, in my view, if there is no 
popular Government for months on end; if 
there is a total political uncertainty as to what 
is going to happen tomorrow. The field is 
being left clear for anti-social elements and 
criminals to do whatever they like. 

By the way, Madam, I would say this. I am 
sorry to say this. But I do not think that my 
hon. friends belonging to the Bharatiya Janata 
Party have got any right to talk about law and 
order. The whole process of degeneration 
which has taken place during the last few 
years was started in 1992 when the biggest 
single act of vandalism was prepetrated at 
Ayodhya. It has opened the floodgates for all 
kinds of lawlessness, all kinds of gangsterism, 
and all kinds of communal frenzy to be 
aroused by one community against another. 
We are now paying the price for that. This has 
not happened in one day. it has snowballed 
over the years. 

What I want to say is this.  I am appealing 
to all the parties and all the leaders. We have 
got experienced, mature, sagacious, leaders of 
different parties. I do not rule out any party. 
Are we, or, are we not, interested in saving 
UP? This is the question which should bother 
us. Of course, we can talk about the merits 
and demerits of the various parties. We can 
talk about the merits and demerits of different 
leaders. Whom would I like to see as the 
Chief Minister of the State? Whom would you 
like to see as the Chief Minister of the State? 
Maybe, we differ in our perceptions. But 
should this single point be made such a matter 
of prestige and of ego that no kind of 
agreement or compromise can be brought 
about at the expense of what is happening in 
the State? I do not say that it is a very easy 
task now to perform, but a determined effort, 
in my opinion, should be made. If it fails, 
well, it will fail. If it fails, we may again have 
to go for another election. And people are now 
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saying everywhere that even if another 
election is held, the same result will follow. I 
do not know whether the same result will 
follow or not, but the point is that before we 
come to that stage a determined effort should 
be made by all parties concerned to sit 
together. Sometimes they don't want to sit 
together, they don't want to see each other's 
face. They only want to address each other 
through statements and so on. This way we 
cannot save Uttar Pradesh from disaster. 

I want to make it clear that when I used 
these words, they have been misinterpreted to 
a large extent. When I said "anarchy", I meant 
political anarchy, Does anybody dispute that 
there. is political anarchy in Uttar Pradesh? 
When I said "chaos", I meant social chaos. 
Can anybody dispute that there is social chaos 
and the forces of casterism and divisivness 
have been allowed to come to the surface and 
divide the people and so many crimes have 
been committed which are essentially caste-
based? So, when I say that these things are 
happening there, I think we should take more 
serious notice of this. 

Just now my friend, Mr. Pranab Mukherjee, 
has concentrated on one particular point. He 
has pointed out that it is very unfortunate and 
constitutionally very incorrect that one 
Cabinet Minister and another Cabinet 
Minister, speaking on the floor of the House, 
should ventilate different perceptions of what 
is happening in U.P. Well, it has happened, it 
is true; it is unfortunate. May be it is one of 
the mistakes, if you like to call it that. We are 
learning from experience because we never 
had the good fortune that Mr. Mukherjee had 
of running a one-party Government. We 
having a new experiment in this country and, 
if by that, something is done or said which is 
not in conformity with the conventions and 
norms of the Constitution, well, it requires to 
be corrected. And I am sure, in this particular 
case, if it is necessary, it will be gone into and 
it will be corrected 

by the Cabinet. It is only, the Cabinet which 

can correct that. 

Madam, then there was a point raised—Mr. 
Das Gupta raised it particularly—about the 
fact that the Governor, the Chief Secretary of 
U.P. and the DGP of U.P. came out publicly 
in the press, virtually contesting what the 
Home Minister had said about the situation in 
U.P. Now this also, I think, is not strictly in 
conformity with the provisions of the 
Constitution. When a State is under 
President's Rule, it is not strictly in conformity 
with the conventions which should be 
followed. Certainly, if the Governor had any 
complaint or grievance about what has been 
said by me, he had every right to come to me, 
to come to the Prime Minister if he so thought 
fit and lodge his complaint, but to go publicly 
to the press creates a situation which, I am 
sure you will understand, is not desirable at 
all. 

Now, with your permission, I would like to 
read out a letter dated 7th of March addressed 
by the Governor to me, in which he says: I 
quote: 

"On reading some reports about a 
message having been sent by the Chief 
Secretary on the law and order situation 
in U.P. as also a reference made to this 
by the hon. Speaker in his decision to 
permit a debate under Article 184, I 
sent for the papers. I myself am most 
surprised that the Chief Secretary sent 
that message. I want to clarify that this 
message went without my knowledge, 
leave aside my instructions, I agree that 
it was not properly worded. 1 can only 
extend apologies on my personal 
behalf. 1 am taking action separately in 
this regard. 

Yours sincerely, 

Romcsh Bhandari" 

....(Interruptions). 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ     

KHAPARDE):     The     Home 
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Minister has not finished his reply yet. Please 
have some patience... (Interruptions). 

We must have some decency when any 

Minister replies in the House. 

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA: This was sent 
on the 7th of March. 

Earlier, Madam, on the 5th of March, the 
Governor had addressed two letters to the 
hon. Speaker, with copies to me, of course. 
Some of my friends who know much more 
about the Constitution and law than I do, tell 
me that the Governor when the State is under 
President's rule, should not directly address a 
letter to the Speaker at all. Well I do not 
know: I will go into that matter. In these two 
brief letters, both dated the 5th of March, he 
says: 

"Hon. Mr. Speaker, the law and order 
situation in U.P. is under discussion in 
Parliament. In this regard, I would like 
to clarify that I hold the hon. Home 
Minister in high respect. He is an 
outstanding and distinguished 
parliamentarian". 

Leave that aside. He further says: 

- "When asked by the Press about the law 
and order situation, I merely revealed 
the statistics and information in my 
possession. I am arranging to separately 
submit to you all facts in a document. 
It was in no way meant to either 
contradict or criticise the hon. Home 
Minister. There was no intention to 
show any disrespect to him." 

This is one letter. On the same day, the 5th of 

March, he has written another letter to the 

Speaker, saying, 

"Please forgive this further 
communication to my letter of today. 
The Press misquotes and even 
manufactures. There is a report in THE 
PIONEER of today that I have- alleged 
that the Union Home Minister 
'misguided the nation  about  the  law 
and  order 

situation in the state and that he 
did not have up-to-date information 
about this.' I never made any 
reference to the hon. Home 
Minister, leave aside talking about 
his not having up-to-date 
information. In fact, no reference 
was made to the law and order 
situation prevailing now. Here is a 
classic example. Much 
misunderstanding is being cause by the 
way reporting is being done." 

SHRI SURINDER KUMAR 

SINGLA: What a good scapegoat the Press 

is! 

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA: Scapegoat or 

no scapegoat, you can make anybody a 

scapegoat.  ...(Interruptions). 

SHRI SURINDER KUMAR 
SINGLA: You also said in the very beginning 
that you had never referred to the Governor...  
(Interruptions). 

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA: 1 don't think 
that this is a subject which has to be taken so 
lightly and frivolously that we descend to this 
limit that may convert it into a quarrel 
between two individuals. That is what I am 
bothered about. I do not wish to descend to that 
level where somebody may think that the 
Governor and the Home Minister are fighting 
against each other. I think this is a question 
which diverts attention from the main problem. 

The main problem is what I have 
mentioned in my original statement. I would 
like the House  to pay more attention to that 
and to give their well thought-out, considered 
proposals. Some proposals, one or two, have 
been made in this House. It is not that nobody 
has made any proposal. I do not know 
whether those proposals are workable or not, 
whether they can be implemented or not. It is 
subject to deep consideration and consultation 
between different parties and their will to show 
that they are prepared, if necessary, to make 
some sacrificics, some compromises in order to 
bring   about   a   situation   where   Uttar 
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Pradesh gets a popular Government and is 
rescued from this. 
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Let him complete the reply. So, I only wish to 
say that statistical figures about crimes are not 
always dependable. One set of figures has been 
given by my hon. friend. Mr. Sikander Bakht. I 
don't know the source of those figures, but he 
has given some, about how many murders 
have taken place, this and that. Another set of 
figures has been circulated by the Uttar 
Pradesh Government. I think it has been 
circulated to all Members also. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: No. 

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA: Anyway. 
If you like, I can give them to you. That 
also I suppose is from their own source. 
Naturally they differ somewhat from the 
perception that is given by the figures of 
Mr. Sikander Bakht. (Interruptions) I do 
not attach importance to figures, because, 
as somebody has said rightly here, figures 
can always be manipulated. 
(Interruptions). 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 
KHAPARDE): Chaturvedi Ji, the Minister 
never says Mr. Bakht. He says Bhakt. 

!1 !���-!���  ���+ �� X�*   ह-�� ह�� 

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA: I respect you 
very much. You are a former CAG, who 
helped us also very much at one time. 

SHRI SURINDER KUMAR 

SINGLA: He is a former Home Secretary 

also. 

SHRI TRILOKI NATH 
CHATURVEDI (Utter Pradesh): I have the 
higheit regard for you. 

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA: But, now-a-

days I find you are active in interrupting 

people. 

SHRI TRILOKI NATH 

CHATURVEDI:   I   have   been   active 

wherever I have been. 

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA: But, all these 
reports or figures'tfre agreed on one point; that 
is during this period there have been some 
unusual cases or incidents, which are 
sensational in the sense that they involved 
very many leading or important poeple. That is 
true. For example, political leaders have been 
murdered. I have got the full facts about that, 
in 1991, two people were murdered. If you 
want, I can give you the names. In 1992 also, 
two political leaders were murdered, in 1993 
again, two leaders were murdered. In 1994, 
three leaders were murdered. In 1995, three 
leaders were murdered. In 1996, four leaders 
were murdered. In 1997, so far one leader has 
been murdered. That means in all 17 leaders 
belonging to different parties have lost their 
lives as a result of murderous attacks on them. 
Then, there have been some caste-based 
attacks in which large numbers of people were 
involved, whether they were Gujjars or Dalits 
or people belonging to other castes. Then there 
have been kidnappings and so on. During every 
one of these periods, that I referred to, this 
type of crime has been taking place. It is very 
difficult to show that they have raised their 
heads or they have become very prominent in 
the present period only. If you study the 
figures, you will find in some cases there is a 
slight increase, in some cases there is slight 
decrease; but to my mind this does not prove 
anything, because the general atomosphcre and 
environment which is prevailing now is most 
conducive to widespread incidents of crime 
taking place, because the people who commit 
these crimes know there is nobody to check or 
stop them. Therefore, I do not know what I 
should say now. My point was entirely 
different. I would say that it is essential for us, 
the political parties, to decide the issue of 
deadlock in U.P. so that normal governance 
can be resumed, In 1996 the number of criminal 
cases which were pending  disposal  in  lower  
courts  and 
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sessions courts in Uttar Pradesh was more 
than 12V4 lakhs. At the present rate, the 
pending cases would be disposed of only in 
10 years; and approximately 8,00,000 cases 
were pending disposal in the Allahabad High 
Court as on 30.6.1995. We have taken 
steps—-as I told you earlier— and I hope to 
ensure that they are implemented properly. 

Regarding tightening up of the law 
enforcing agencies, the police and other 
security agencies, we are prepared to help the 
Uttar Pradesh Government and also with 
some financial aid and all that. They are 
complaining about lack of equipment and lack 
of vehicles because this highway patrolling 
has become very important. Without adequate 
number of vehicles, police cannot patrol these 
highways and ensure some safety for people 
who are travelling along these routes. They 
want such things. No doubt, we will certainly 
help them. 

Honourable Members are aware that Uttar 
Pradesh has been under President's rule since 
October, 1995 and for various reasons The 
political parties have not been able to come to 
a consensus on the formation of a popular 
Government. I am mentioning this in the 
context of law and order and development 
works in the State because the checks and 
balances available in a democratic form of 
Government are missing in the case of Uttar 
Pradesh. The absence of these checks and 
balances inevitably leads to responses from 
the bureaucracy which may be in. line with 
the expectations and interests of the people or 
their representatives. A related issue is that 
the greater the degree of political instability, 
the greater is the advantage derived by 
criminals and anti-social elements. Added to 
this, there may be increasing interference in 
the functioning of bureaucracy. So, there are a 
large number of postings and transfers of IAS 
officers and IPS officers which have been 
going on during each period under regimes of 
different Chief Ministers. It is alleged that 
many of these transfers and 

postings are being done on the basis of certain 
pressures being exerted by certain political 
forces and also due to the expenditure of large 
sums of money which I cannot prove. 
Members belonging to that State can tell us 
better. I think this is not a problem which is 
insoluble, it is a problem which can be solved 
provided we get together and try to do it. So, 
what I had stated in my original statement 
was correct. Many Members have supported 
my statement, but from their point of view, 
from their own angle. I had made it clear that 
this is the general malady, the general 
situation in Uttar Pradesh which has 
deteriorated to a large extent and unless it is 
checked, I think, Uttar Pradesh would head 
towards destruction by which I mean 
destruction of the economy, destruction of the 
whole democratic set-up. Therefore, this is 
what I really wished to say. There are many 
other things that I have to say, but T am 
reserving them for the larger debate on a 
larger issue which directly concerns the 
Governor, that is, the motion which has been 
brought in the other House. Many things will 
have to be discussed and talked about there. 
For the moment this is what I wanted to say 
and I conclude. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 
KHAPARDE): Thank you very much. 
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Consultative Committee or Standing 
Committee was being proposed by the 
Government. We are directly discussing the 
law and order problem under the Governor's 
or any other rule. With reference to this 
aspect, I think it is incumbent on the part of 
the Home Minister to clarify this point. What 
is the structural arrangement he has proposed, 
before a popular government comes in, for a 
better governance or a better law and order 
situation? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 
KHAPARDE): I think the discussion on this 
particular subject is over. 

SHRI N. GIRI PRASAD: I am only 

seeking a clarification. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 

KHAPARDE): I have to finish the business 

by 5 p.m. 

SHRI N. GIRI PRASAD: He can make a 
clarification if he is willing, Madam. If he is 
not willing, it is all right. But please do not 
rule him out, Madam. That is the only request 
I make. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 
KHAPARDE): The Minister is not ready. The 
Minister is not willing to respond to your 
query now. Let us move on to the next item of 
business. 

(At this stage, some hon. Members left the 
Chamber.) THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS 
SAROJ KHAPARDE): Now, I think that 
discussion on U.P. is over. (Interruptions). 

SHRI N. GIRI PRASAD (Andhra 

Pradesh): Madam, I would like to................ 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 
KHAPARDE): Do you want to raise it again? 

SHRI N. GIRI PRASAD: Madam, I am on 

a different point. There was an announcement 

by the Home Ministry or some authorities 

that in order to improve the law and order 

situation in U.P., a 

THE       LALIT       KALA       AKADAMI 

(TAKING   OVER  OF  MANAGEMENT) 

BILL, 1997 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (MISS SAROJ 

KHAPARDE): The Statutory Resolution 

disapproving the Lalit Kala Akadami (Taking 

Over of Management) Ordinance, 1997 and 

the Lalit Kala Akadami (Taking Over of 

Management) Bill, 1997. 

Shri Ram Jethmalani. Not here. Is he here 

anywhere? No, not seen. Shri Ram Gopal 

Yadav. 
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